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Prototype in stationary mode
Dear fellow astro enthusiast
The previously announced upgrading of our website www.trailerdomes.com is now done. We hope
the content will give answers to most questions directed towards us.
Operational features and capabilities should already be covered – like damping, conversions,
leveling and polar alignment – but don’t forget to look up the PDF documents and MP4 movies
for perhaps even better understanding and insight.

Production system
We utilize CNC technology for machining of every component in a production system that otherwise
is characterized by single-piece manufacturing of configured end products. In fact, even largely
handcrafted due to the high content of manifold assembly and meticulous quality control.
We have made some progress in streamlining the manufacturing process, but our turn-key trailer
domes will nevertheless remain as individualized end products and thereby not be subject to any
kind of mass production.
However, increased manufacturing efficiency along with more cost-effective utilization of materials
have enabled us to lower the costs without compromising on quality.

We are still in the process of establishing Sales & Distribution representatives for several territories.
You might therefore expect to wait with receiving specific information about commercial aspects until
your territory is clarified. We regret this unfortunate delay but hope for your understanding.
As you probably have noticed after visiting the website, our focus so far has been on engineering,
manufacturing and field testing. But we will soon catch up even on the commercial and administrative
sides, for sure.

General information about pricing
A trailer dome is basically a heavily modified high-end tandem camper caravan. Obviously without
kitchen, bathroom and some other home-camper facilities, but instead, fully featured with unique
capabilities of serving as a true mobile observatory. Various commodities can by the way easily be
put in later since there is both sufficient space and all kinds of power supply available.

No valid or relevant further info, per June 2022

Launching
Our launching campaign First Clients will entail very generous terms indeed, and as indicated by the
name, on a first-come first-serve basis. You will receive specific details about the campaign in a
separate newsletter, but it would of course be advantageous to indicate your sincere interest the
sooner the better.
Best regards, and clear skies,

Anders Hjelset, founder of Trailer domes
info@trailerdomes.com
www.trailerdomes.com
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